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“Creation of book editions with interactive elements for
the development of children’s cognitive abilities” is  in
the real focus  of users and bookmakers, who are
involved in provision of cognitive values in touch with
aesthetics and intelligence.
The aestetic and constructive concept of the congnitive
ensemble for children consists of: a book edition for
children based on the development of cognitive abilities
by different methods materialized in games for children
with an obvious description of all the necessary steps to
be realized  and all the particular interactive elements;
the kit of interactive engraved wooden elements, the kit
of interactive polychrome wooden elements which
would be integrated and a wooden pen in a shape of
laser cut and engraved book edition.
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The survey presents the aesthetic and  constructive concept
of  a specialized book promotion magazine sorted by styles
and themes. Each category of a book edition is defined by the
promotional outgoing element of a category incorporated in a
page. This allows to define the group of categories of book
editions, being a leading element and a bookmark in the same
time.
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The conceptual news of specialized magazines simultaneous
with aesthetics originality  consists of involved constructive
solutions. Thus, in relation to the traditional magazines, the
created magazines are characterized by outgoing elements
incorporated in the interior pages. The dimensional features
of those outgoing elements of magazine were established
using the proportional system called “golden ratio” or
“golden section”. Besides their aesthetic predestination, the
outgoing elements have an important functional role as
elements of content and promotion. The constitutive element
of the magazine content is replaced with outgoing elements,
that in the same time eases the reader’s access  to the section
of interest. The mock-up of  interior pages of the magazine is
made having as beginning points such elements as: blank
space, textual elements, images/photographies and graphic
items,  analyzing different methods of layout and using
various softwares.
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The microencapsulation of food and cosmetic oil
compositions protects them from oxidative degradation and
to maintain the oil-soluble biologically active substances in
the natural state. The process, according to the invention,
comprises the preparation of food and cosmetic oil
composition containing oil-soluble substances and
1.0...10.0% of oil extract of tea, its emulsification in
3.0...4.0% aqueous gelatin solution at the temperature of
75...90°C, treatment with 12...16% solution of sodium


